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Manhattan, NY Sara Getlin has joined Manhattan Skyline Management Corp. as director of property
management and operations.

Getlin will help oversee Manhattan Skyline’s residential portfolio, which encompasses several
thousand luxury apartments in desirable neighborhoods, as well as the firm’s retail holdings. In her
new role, Getlin will conceive and execute on operational and development objectives for the
property management team. Her main responsibilities will also include reviewing and providing
direction for annual budgets and operational reports as well as overseeing recruitment, hiring and
training efforts. Getlin will collaborate with senior leadership on long-term strategic planning and the
creation of standardized protocols for building operations to ensure resident satisfaction.

“We are thrilled to welcome Sara Getlin to the Manhattan Skyline family. She brings a wealth of
experience garnered over more than twenty years working in New York City real estate, which
makes her a perfect fit to lead our property management team,” said Laurie Zucker, vice
chairwoman at Manhattan Skyline Management Corporation. “We look forward to taking full
advantage of Sara’s creativity and dedication in fulfilling our commitment to provide all of our
residents with the highest quality apartments, amenities and customer service.”

Most recently, Getlin served as vice president of property operations at the Dermot Company where
she oversaw end-to-end property operations for a multifamily and mixed-use portfolio of
approximately 2,500 residential luxury, fair market, affordable and rent stabilized units as well as
retail and commercial office space.

Prior to her time at Dermot, Getlin worked as a property manager for firms including Gumley Haft,
BLDG Management and Glenwood Management. Early in her career she served as portfolio
coordinator for SL Green. Getlin holds a bachelor’s degree from CUNY Brooklyn College.

In addition to its residential portfolio, Manhattan Skyline has developed some of the city’s most
prominent condominiums and cooperatives. The firm employs an expert in-house team of architects,
leasing and office support. Manhattan Skyline is constantly initiating capital improvements to
maintain and enhance its high-quality residential buildings. Manhattan Skyline also operates an
extensive commercial portfolio, including retail space in Manhattan and The Hamptons as well as a
large number of triple net retail and commercial properties up and down the East Coast.
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